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Published on October 22, 2020 Have you ever taken so long trying to solve a problem that you just ended up walking around in circles? How about trying to make a big decision and just freeze up when it came time to decide came? You may have found yourself collecting too much information, hoping it
will help you make the best decision—even if it takes you too long to do so. This probably led to many missed opportunities, especially in situations where you needed to act on time. Nobody wants to make the wrong decision. However, delayed decision making can have a hugely negative impact on all
aspects of your life—from your personal relationships to your career. Postponing important decisions may be the worst decision of all. At one point or another, people get stuck on a decision deadlock they can't seem to overcome. This is because a mental blindspot is called information bias, informally
called analysis paralysis. Analysis paralysis and stalled decisionInformation bias, or analysis paralysis, is our tendency to seek more information than is needed to make decisions and take action. It is one of many cognitive biases that make us make mistakes during the decision-making process. A related
cognitive bias is status quo bias, which is our tendency to prefer that things remain the same and fear possible changes. Together with analytical paralysis, these two dangerous referee errors pose a threat to our successful navigation through our rapidly shifting world. Think about what happened to Lily, a
consultant client of mine who is a mid-level manager in the UX department of a large technology company. Lily had been there for 5 years and was thinking of switching to a startup after a couple tried to recruit her. But she had taken a lot of time to make a decision. In fact, before she contacted me, she
had already gathered information and talked to a lot of people for 7 months. Realistically, more information won't affect her decision, but she continued to try to gather more information. And then it was the technology company that came to me after their growth began to decline. The company had initially
experienced rapid growth with a couple of innovative products. However, its growth began to decline—unfortunate, but not unexpected. In essence, the company's growth followed the typical S-curve growth model, which begins as a slow and effortful start-up stage. This is followed by a rapid growth rate,
then a slowdown in growth, often after market saturation or competitive pressure or other factors. This is the point at which the company's existing products reach maturity. But even before a slowdown strikes, forward-thinking companies would innovate and change things proactively. This is because they
could have new products ready to go that would sustain rapid growth. Unfortunately, this was not the case with this particular tech company. Not only do they not address the potential downturn, but when the company's stalled, the leaders dug their heels in and and Course. They were analysing the
market to find the cause of the problem. Worse, a couple of executives in the company suggested launching new products, but most of the management was cautious. They continued to ask for guarantees that the products would be a success, requiring more information even when further information was
not relevant. Both Lily and the technology company remained paralyzed by too much information when they should have already taken action. Although this situation is not unexpected, it is completely avoided. As I told both parties when they consulted me, all they had to do was face analysis paralysis
head-on and make a decision. But they had to follow the best decision-making process there is first, right?8-Step decision-making process to avoid analytical paralysisI told Lily and the leaders at the tech company that we should never go with our stomachs if we want to avoid disasters in our personal and
professional lives. Instead, I advised them, as I advise you now, to follow data-driven, research-based methods, such as the one I am going to describe below. From hiring a new employee, launching a new product, choosing a Zoom guest speaker for your annual video conference to deciding whether to
apply for a higher-level position within your company, the following steps will help you combat analytics paralysis and make the best decisions possible.1. Identify the need to start a decision-making processThis is especially important when there is no explicit crisis that calls for a change or a decision to be
made. Such recognition is also applicable when your natural intuitions keep you from recognizing the need for a tough decision. Remember that the best decision makers take the initiative to realize the need for decisions before they become an emergency. Nor do they allow gut reactions to cloud their
decision-making ability.2. Gather relevant information from a variety of informed PerspectivesListen especially to opinions you disagree with. Conflicting perspectives allow you to distance yourself from the comfortable trust to your gut feeling, which can sometimes be detrimental to decision making.
Opposing ideas also help you recognize any possible bias blind spots, and this will allow you to come up with solutions that you may not have otherwise.3. Paint a clear vision of your desired resultUse the data collected from step 2, deciding which goals you want to reach. Paint a clear vision of the
desired outcome of your decision-making process. You should also realize that what appears to be a one-time decision may turn out to be a symptom of an underlying issue with current processes and practices. Make addressing these root problems part of the result you want to achieve. 4. Make a
decision process CriteriaMake a decision-making process criteria to weigh the different options for how you want to get to your desired result. As much as possible, develop these criteria before you start considering choices. Our bias our decision criteria to encourage certain results that fit our instincts. As
a result, you get overall worse decisions if you don't develop criteria before you start looking at options.5. Generate Multiple viable optionsWe tend to fall into the trap of generating insufficient options to make the best decisions, and this can lead to analysis paralysis. To prevent this, you should generate
many more options than you usually would. Generate several viable options that can help you achieve your decision-making goals. Go for 5 attractive options as a minimum. Keep in mind that this is a brainstorming step, so don't judge options no matter how far-fetched they may seem. In my consulting
and coaching experience, the optimal choice often involves elements drawn from out-of-the-box options.6. Weigh these options and pick the best OneWhen weighing your options, watch out to go with your first preferences. Try to see your preferred choice in a harsh light. Also do your best to distinguish
each option from the person who suggested it. This minimizes the impact of personalities, relationships, and domestic politics on the decision itself.7. Implement the Option You choseTo implement the decision, you need to minimize risks and maximize rewards, because your goal is to get a decision result
that's as good as possible. First, imagine that the decision completely failed. Then, brainstorm about all the problems that led to this failure. Next, consider how to solve these problems, and integrate the solutions into your implementation plan. Then, imagine that the decision absolutely succeeded.
Brainstorm all the causes of success and consider how you can bring these reasons to life. Then, integrate what you learned to implement the decisions. Finally, develop clear measures of success that you can measure throughout the implementation process. This allows you to check if you are meeting
the goals you identified in step 3. It will also help guide your goal scoring process—something to consider when using this decision-making technology again in the future.8. Set a Reminder to use the future decision processRule order you if it's time to use the decision-making process again. As discussed
in the first step, there may be times when there is no explicit crisis crying out for change, although underlying issues may already signal that it is time for a tough decision. Setting a reminder—maybe a visual one like a note on your desktop, or even just a scheduled notification on your phone—will make
sure you can catch decision signals before they should. While Lily and the tech company originally had to fight off a lot of discomfort while using the process, they were ultimately rewarded with sound decisions they were extremely happy with. This battle-tested method will do the same for you. It will
certainly drive your and, at the same time, help you thwart analysis paralysis and avoid avoiding Disasters. ConclusionNobody wants to make the wrong decision, but you also don't want to take too long and miss opportunities. By using a data-driven and research-based method of decision-making, you
can nip analytical paralysis in the bud and make the best decisions. More tips for overcoming analysis paralysisfeterade photo credit: Muhmed El-Bank via unsplash.com unsplash.com
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